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Visual hallucinations are a common feature of Lewy body dementia. Previous studies have shown that visual hallu-
cinations are highly specific in differentiating Lewy body dementia from Alzheimer’s disease dementia and
Alzheimer–Lewy body mixed pathology cases. Computational models propose that impairment of visual and atten-
tional networks is aetiologically key to themanifestation of visual hallucinations symptomatology. However, there is
still a lack of experimental evidence on functional and structural brain network abnormalities associated with visual
hallucinations in Lewy body dementia.
We used EEG source localization and network based statistics to assess differential topographical patterns in Lewy
body dementia between 25 participants with visual hallucinations and 17 participants without hallucinations.
Diffusion tensor imaging was used to assess structural connectivity between thalamus, basal forebrain and cortical
regions belonging to the functionally affected network component in the hallucinating group, as assessed with
network based statistics. The number ofwhitematter streamlineswithin the cortex and between subcortical and cor-
tical regions was compared between hallucinating and not hallucinating groups and correlated with average EEG
source connectivity of the affected subnetwork. Moreover, modular organization of the EEG source network was ob-
tained, compared between groups and tested for correlation with structural connectivity.
Network analysis showed that compared to non-hallucinating patients, those with hallucinations feature consistent
weakened connectivity within the visual ventral network, and between this network and default mode and ventral
attentional networks, but not between or within attentional networks. The occipital lobe was the most functionally
disconnected region. Structural analysis yielded significantly affected white matter streamlines connecting the cor-
tical regions to the nucleus basalis of Meynert and the thalamus in hallucinating compared to not hallucinating pa-
tients. The number of streamlines in the tract between the basal forebrain and the cortex correlated with cortical
functional connectivity in non-hallucinating patients, while a correlation emerged for the white matter streamlines
connecting the functionally affected cortical regions in the hallucinating group.
This study proposes, for the first time, differential functional networks between hallucinating and not hallucinating
Lewy body dementia patients, and provides empirical evidence for existing models of visual hallucinations.
Specifically, the outcome of the present study shows that the hallucinating condition is associated with functional
network segregation in Lewy body dementia and supports the involvement of the cholinergic system as proposed
in the current literature.
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Introduction
Lewy body dementia (LBD) comprises dementia with Lewy bodies
(DLB) and Parkinson’s disease dementia (PDD), which share similar

pathology and clinical phenotype.1,2 Complex visual hallucinations

(VH) are a clinical feature, occurring in about 80% of clinically diag-

nosed cases.3–6 Hallucinations are typically of people, animals and

inanimate objects,7,8 tend to have short duration and may be trig-

gered by impoverished visual conditions, such as low-lighting.9–11

VH were shown to have high specificity in discriminating LBD

from Alzheimer’s disease and Alzheimer–Lewy body mixed path-

ology cases,12–15 as well as to be associated with poorer outcome

and increased institutionalization in the patients.11,16 Hence, this

is a topic of high interest in clinical research and an important

treatment target.
A consistent picture of the pathophysiology of VH in LBDhas not

yet been defined. Clinical studies have suggested that generation of

VH may be due to a dysfunction of multiple neurotransmitter sys-

tems, including the cholinergic system throughout visual and at-

tentional brain networks.17–22 There are a number of existing

models specific to Lewy body disorders. It has been suggested

that a functional mismatch between the top-down [i.e. prefrontal

cortex (PFC)—inferior-temporal cortex (IT) network] and bottom-up

visual streams [i.e. occipital cortex (OC)—IT network] is associated

with the pathological mechanisms generating VH.3,23,24 Evidence

supporting this hypothesis includes PFC greymatter atrophy,25 hy-
pometabolismwithin occipital and temporal areas,26,27 reduced ac-
tivation over secondary visual areas28 and lower occipital GABA
levels.29 The role of altered visual pathways in the VH phenotype
was also proposed by other models, where VH are associated with
defective visual and episodic memory and attentional mechan-
isms.18,30 Attentional impairment is also central in the model by
Shine et al.21 who linked VH to a dysfunctional interaction between
the dorsal attentional network, default mode network (DMN) and
ventral attentional network (VAN); this hypothesis is supported
by a functional MRI study showing reduced activation of areas
within the dorsal attentional network and lower connectivity be-
tween VAN and DMN associated with lower grey matter within
the insula.22 Moreover, other studies reported an over-activation
of DMN associated with VH.31,32 However, these results contrast
with Hepp et al.33 who failed to find any significant functional con-
nectivity difference within the attentional networks of hallucinat-
ing and non-hallucinating Parkinson’s disease patients, although
widespread reduced connectivity emerged in the first group com-
pared to healthy controls. Outside of Lewy body specific models,
but potentially still applicable, ffytche34 attributed a central role
to hyper- or hypo- connectivity between visual and other brain re-
gions at the time of manifestation of VH.

EEG is used in clinical research to assess communication dy-
namics within brain, by inferring pathological alterations of
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neuronal excitation and inhibition processes.35–37 Studies involving
task-based experimental protocols reported a correlation between
latency of event-related potential components and visual stimuli
in LBD with VH (LBD-VH),38–41 while resting-state research showed
lower dominant frequency in the power spectrum, lower beta
(β)-band power and right temporal connectivity42,43 and higher delta
(δ)-band and alpha (α)-band power44 compared to patients without
hallucinations (LBD-NVH) andhealthy controls. Previous studies pro-
posed that the cholinergic system must have a primary role in the
generation of VH-related functional brain alterations in LBD.17–22

This idea is supported by findings that include the association be-
tween integrity of thecholinergic systemandEEG α-power,45 a restor-
ation effect by cholinergic medication on EEG measurements
returning towards normative values in patients diagnosed with
DLB,46–48 the ability of the treatment to suppress VH49 and degener-
ation of the nucleus basalis of Meynert (NBM) in LBD-VH.50,51

Pathology-related network features can also be inferred by
measuring structural brain properties. Diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI) is reportedly an effectivemethod to assess the structural con-
nectome in healthy and pathological condition,52,53 and in combin-
ation with EEG can overcome the limitations of measuring
subcortical correlates and provide a comprehensive picture of the
disease-related brain alterations.54–56 Recent studies have reported
altered white matter properties associated with LBD-VH, including
the aforementioned abnormal changes of the NBM,50 correlation
between mean diffusivity and VH severity within the right thal-
amus57 and reduced widespread structural connectivity associated
with VH.58,59 So far, no study has investigated the association be-
tween functional and structural correlates of LBD-VH using EEG
and DTI in a combined fashion.

In the present work, we used EEG to assess cortical network al-
teration patterns associated with LBD-VH.We focused our analysis
on the α-band network, as it has reportedly been associated with
lower level visual and attentional processing60–65 and abnormal al-
teration of α-band rhythms has been reported in LBD against other
formsof dementia andhealthy condition.66,67 To investigate any in-
volvement of the cholinergic system and the thalamic structure in
VH-related EEG abnormalities, we used DTI to assess structural
connectivity between the NBM, the thalamus and the cortical re-
gions associated with VH in our EEG analysis, and tested its rela-
tionship with extracted EEG features. We included the thalamus
due to its regulatory role on EEGoscillations68–71 and its reported in-
volvement in the clinical phenotype of LBD.20,72,73 In linewith exist-
ing models, we hypothesized that functional and structural
connectivity within the visual network would be significantly af-
fected by LBD-VH neuropathology (Fig. 1).

Materials and methods
Participants

Participant recruitment took place at the Newcastle Biomedical
Research Centre, Newcastle University. Our sample comprised 25
LBD-VH patients (74± 6 years old, 11 DLB and 14 PDD) and 17
LBD-NVH patients (74 ±6 years old, 7 DLB and 10 PDD). Groups are
referred to as VHandNVH in thefigures. Diagnoseswere performed
by two experienced clinicians according to the DLB consensus cri-
teria77,78 and the diagnostic criteria for PDD.79 Demographic infor-
mation on the participants is reported in Table 1. Global
cognition was assessed through the Mini-Mental State
Examination (MMSE), and the Unified Parkinson’s Disease
Rating Scale part III (UPDRS-III) was used to assess motor signs.

To exclude patients with too-severe cognitive impairment,80 par-
ticipants with a MMSE score <12 were excluded from the sample,
resulting in the exclusion of one PDD patient with VH with MMSE
= 8. Levodopa equivalent daily dosewas estimated for patients on
dopaminergic medication.81 To exclude any association between
absence of VH and cholinergic medication in the LBD-NVH group,
clinical histories of those patients were checked, and no record of
VH either before or after the medication onset was reported. All
patients did not have other neurological or psychiatric condi-
tions apart from dementia and written informed consent was
provided by themselves or their caregivers before recruitment.
This study was approved by the Northumberland Tyne and
Wear NHS Trust and Newcastle ethics committee.

Experimental protocol

EEG signals were recorded in an eyes-closed resting state with
a Waveguard high-density cap (ANT Neuro, Netherlands) with 128
sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes distributed according to the 10-5 sys-
tem.82 The recording sessions lasted 2 min and took place in a dimly
lit room,where participantswere asked to sit at rest, keep their eyes
closed and remainawake. Recordingswere digitizedat 1024 Hzwhile
keeping electrode impedance <5 kΩ. The recording system used a
ground electrode attached to the right clavicle, and a reference elec-
trode in position Fz.

EEG data preprocessing

Preprocessing of the EEG datawas performedwith the EEGLAB tool-
box v.1483 on MATLAB v.9.2 (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA,
2017). A Hamming windowed-sinc finite impulse response filter
was applied with a range of 0.5 and 80 Hz, with a 50-Hz notch filter
applied to remove power line noise. The obtained time-series were
segmented in 2-s time epochs, and visually inspected to remove
noisy or disconnected channels (respectively showing systematic
bursts or flat activity over time) (number of removed channels:
16±16) as well as epochs featuring sporadic artefactual activity in-
cluding voltage bursts or isolated peaks (number of removed epochs:
9±8). Independent component analysis (ICA) was performed using
the InfoMax algorithm,84 with data dimensionality reduction
through principal component analysis. The obtained components
were visually inspected, and artefactual patterns were rejected ac-
cording to established canonical classifications in the literature;
these included eye blinks, heartbeat and muscular contractions
(number of removed components: 36±12).85,86 The preserved com-
ponents were projected back to the time-series domain.

MRI: recording and preprocessing

MRI recordings were performed on a 3-T Philips Intera Achieva
scanner with magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo se-
quence, sagittal acquisition, echo time 4.6 ms, repetition time
8.3 ms, inversion time 1250 ms, flip angle =8°, SENSE factor = 2, in-
plane field of view 240×240 mm2 with a slice thickness of 1.0 mm,
yielding a voxel size of 1.0 × 1.0 ×1.0 mm3.45,87 Preprocessing and
segmentation of acquired T1-weighted images were performed
using FreeSurfer (v. 5.1, http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/).88,89

The automated processing pipeline included intensity non-
uniformity correction, Talairach registration, removal of non-brain
tissue (i.e. skull stripping),whitematter and subcortical greymatter
segmentation, tessellation of the grey–white matter boundary and
surface deformation following grey matter–CSF intensity gradients
for optimal placing of grey–white matter and grey matter–CSF
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borders. Modelling of the cortical surface was followed by surface
inflation, transformation to spherical atlas and parcellation into
148 regions according to the Destrieux atlas.90 This parcellation
was preferred due to its high resolution and inclusion of only cor-
tical regions. Resulting images from each processing step were
visually inspected and, where required, manually corrected to en-
sure accurate segmentation.91,92

DTI recordings were performed with a two-dimensional
spin-echo, echo planar imaging diffusion-weighted sequence
with 59 slices: repetition time= 6100 ms; echo time= 70 ms; flip
angle = 90°; field of view=270×270mm; pixel size= 2.1×2.1mm and
slice thickness=2.1mm. Images were diffusion weighted along 64
uniformly distributed directions (diffusion contrast b=1000 s·mm−2),
and six acquisitions did not have any diffusion weight applied

Figure 1 Hypotheses of the present work. (A) Key elements related to the literature of VH in LBD. (B) Scheme of proposedmodels describing the visual
processing streams andhallucinations functionalmechanisms in LBD. FEF = frontal eyefields; IPS = intraparietal sulcus; LGN= lateral geniculate nuclei
of the thalamus. Red crossesmark disrupted connections according to the citedmodels; red circlesmark reduced engagement of areas belonging to the
dorsal attentional network according to the citedmodels. References shown in the figure: Shine et al.,21 Diederich et al.,18 Onofrj et al.,20 ffytche,34 Bar,74

Chaumon et al.,75 Vossel et al.,76 Tsukada et al.,23 Collerton et al.,3 Benrimoh et al.,24 and Barnes et al.30 (C) Expected results from the functional and struc-
tural connectivity analysis. Hypotheses confirmed by our results are highlighted in bold.
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(b=0 s·mm−2).93 DTI recordings were then corrected for eddy current
distortion, movement and motion-induced signal dropout using the
‘eddy’ package.94,95 Since different nuisance profiles may have poten-
tially affected our analysis, wemade sure that there was no difference
in head movement between groups by comparing the average
volumetric root mean squares of the head movement with a
Mann–Whitney U-test, which yielded an insignificant outcome
(U=545, P=0.858).

Cortical source localization

Cortical source reconstruction from EEG signals was obtained
with the standardized low resolution brain electromagnetic tom-
ography (sLORETA)96 implemented in the Brainstorm toolbox for
MATLAB.97 Previous studies proved a higher accuracy of this
method compared with other existing non-parametric methods
in the literature,98 and its suitability for connectivity analysis.99

Due to unavailability of digitized sensor localization, wemanually
coregistered the EEG sensors distribution over the scalp for each
participant’s MRI using the Brainstorm toolbox.100 We used the
boundary element method as implemented in OpenMEEG101,102

to build the head models based on the individual T1-weighted
MRI data. Noise covariance was set to an identity matrix, recon-
struction of cortical sourceswas performed assuming a normal di-
pole orientation with respect to cortical surface, and the obtained
source-domain time-series were averagedwithin each cortical re-
gion after flipping dipoles with opposite signs to match the main
orientation. Validation of the implemented source localization
pipeline was made using EEG data recorded during a task-based
paradigm from subjects of the same cohort and is reported in
the Supplementary material.

Weighted phase lag index and modularity

Connectivity between cortical sources was measured with the
weighted phase lag index (WPLI),103 which is a measure of syn-
chronization between any couple of signals across time. Its math-
ematical formulation is:

WPLI = Im(X)sign[Df(tk)]
〈 〉∣∣ ∣∣

Im(X)
〈 〉∣∣ ∣∣ (1)

where X is the cross-spectrum between the signals, Im(X ) is its im-
aginary part,Δf is the phase difference between the signals, tk is the
time step with k=1, 2, …, N and sign is the signum function.
Connectivity values span between 0 (lack of connectivity) and 1
(full connectivity). TheWPLI is insensitive to almost-zero- and zero-
lagging synchronization between signals, i.e. Δf≈ / =0, typically re-
flecting volume conduction, which is a common issue in EEG record-
ings.104 Connectivity was computed using functions included in the
Fieldtrip toolbox.105 Specifically, EEG source time-series were first
transformed into the frequency domain using Windowed Fourier
Transform (3–10 cycles adaptive window width, 0.5 frequency
step) and WPLI within the α-band (8–13.5 Hz) was computed.
WPLI values were averaged across time and frequency bins, re-
sulting in one connectivity matrix per subject. Weighted modu-
larity (Qw) was also computed from each connectivity matrix as
implemented in the Brain Connectivity Toolbox (BCT) for
MATLAB,106 on the basis of the following formulation:107

Qw = l(w)−1
∑

i,j[N

[wij − l(w)−1(KiKj)]dmimj (2)

where mi is the module containing the i-node, wij is the connec-
tion weight between i-node and j-node, l is the number of edges,
Ki is the i-node strength, and δ is the Kronecker delta function;
strength of a i-node is defined as the sum of the weights of the
edges connecting to that node.106,108 Higher values of Qw indicate
stronger network segregation.

For completeness and exploratory purpose, these measures
were also extracted and the subsequent analyses performed for
the theta (4.6–7 Hz) and beta (15–20 Hz) frequency bands, as de-
scribed in the Supplementary material.

EEG-network statistical analysis

For the statistical testswe usedMATLAB and the Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences v.24. Differential topographical network pat-
terns between LBD-VH and LBD-NVH were obtained using the
Network Based Statistics (NBS) toolbox.109 All connections were
first tested against the null hypothesis that mean connectivity is
equal between groups. A test statistic threshold (tth) was chosen,
and those connections whose t-values overcame tth were candi-
dates to form a significant network component. The size of the de-
tected significant component, i.e. sum of individual connection
t-values, was computed and data were permuted between groups.
This process iterated 5000 times, and the largest component sizes
were recorded. The family wise error rate-corrected P-value for
each component was obtained by computing the ratio between
number of iterations at which the largest component was of the
same size of the current component or greater and total number
of permutations. The choice of tth is arbitrary, and we chose to
push the values towards the strictest thresholding to obtain as local
differential topographies as possible. This resulted in performing

Table 1 Demographic data and clinical scores

Demographic
information

LBD-VH
(n=25)

LBD-NVH
(n=17)

Statistics

Age 73.52 ±6.17 74.06 ±6.18 P=0.949a

Male/female 24/1 13/4 P=0.055b

(d.f. = 1)
DLB/PDD 11/14 7/10 P=0.856b

(d.f. = 1)
MMSE 23.04 ±3.78 24.88 ±4.08 P=0.067a

Duration of
dementia, years

2.1 ±3.3 4.4 ±5.6 P=0.253a

NPI hall number 1.56 ±0.87 0 0 –

NPI hall frequency 2.08 ±1.04 0 0 –

NPI hall severity 1.12 ±0.33 0 0 –

NPI hall distress 0.92 ±1.22 0 0 –

NPI hall total (frequency
× severity)

2.44 ±1.66 0 0 –

Complex VH (yes/no) 21/4 – –

Duration of VH, years 2.2 ±1.3 – –

UPDRS-III 24.16 ±14.27 24.59 ±16.69 P=0.644a

ACheI (yes/no) 22/3 10/6c P=0.076b

(d.f. = 2)
LEDD 540 ±482 540 ±497 P=0.500a

Values in the table are reported as mean±standard deviation. d.f. = degrees of

freedom; LEDD = levodopa equivalent daily dose; UPDRS-III = Unified Parkinson’s
Disease Rating Scale part III.
aUnpaired Mann–Whitney U-test (one-tailed for MMSELBD-VH < MMSELBD-NVH).
bχ2 test.
cOne PDD patient was on memantine.
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two F-tests at, respectively, tth=14 and tth=15.4, controlling for the
MMSE score; network differential components were deemed sig-
nificant at P<0.05, and were visualized with the BrainNet
Viewer.110 We then computed the average connectivity strength
across the NBS connections (WPLINBS) and compared it between
groups with a Mann–Whitney U-test (P<0.05).

We also computed the node strengths (K ) within the NBS com-
ponent and compared them between groups by performing a
Wilks’ Lambda multivariate test (P<0.05) followed by post hoc
Mann–Whitney U-tests (P<0.05, Holm–Bonferroni corrected for
number of NBS nodes). K computation was preceded by dividing
connection weights within the NBS component by the maximum
WPLI value111 to attenuate any connectivity strength bias potential-
ly affecting the network measure.

We compared the modularity between groups with analysis of
covariance test corrected for MMSE (P<0.05), while the modular
distribution was obtained for both groups using routines imple-
mented in the BCT. For each EEG network, the optimal community
structurewas obtained and eachnodewas assigned to amodule; an
agreement matrix was obtained for each group, where each elem-
ent indicated the frequency within the group for which every cou-
ple of nodes belonged to the same module; the elements of the
agreement matrix were divided by the number of networks; a
threshold was applied on the obtained matrix preserving probabil-
ities above 64% and eventually, a consensus matrix was com-
puted.112 The obtained modular distribution was visualized with
the BrainNet Viewer by identifying each module with a colour.
For each group, proportion of within-module NBS connections
was computed as a ratio between number of within-module NBS
connections and total number of NBS connections.

For topographical visualization, network nodes were defined as
mass centroids across head-model vertices within each corre-
sponding region. Coordinates of network nodes in the Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) reference space are reported in
Supplementary Table 1.

White matter fibres tractography and statistical
analysis

To investigate whether any correlation exists between functional
and structural network feature alterations associated with VH,
DTI data were used to assess white matter connectivity within
the functionally affected cortical regions (WMNBS) as well as be-
tween the cortex, the thalamus and the basal forebrain. A region
of interest corresponding to the NBM (Ch4 cellular group) in the
MNI space was generated with the Statistical Parametric Mapping
Anatomy Toolbox for MATLAB,113 while the thalamus MNI region
of interest was based on the Oxford thalamic connectivity atlas114

included in the FMRIB Software Library.115 To transform the subcor-
tical region of interest to the subject space we used affine and non-
linear transformations implemented in the Advanced
Normalization Tools software.116 Cortical region of interest were
defined as volume masks of the NBS-detected regions and trans-
formed from the subject space to the diffusion space. To this pur-
pose, a linear transformation matrix for each subject was
generated with the FLIRT package117 using as origin and target re-
spectively a brain-extracted T1 MRI image and a functional anisot-
ropy map. The subcortical region of interest as defined in the MNI
space are shown in Fig. 2.

The tractography pipeline was implemented with the FMRIB’s
Diffusion Toolbox.115 We first assessed the local probability distri-
bution of fibre direction at each voxel with automatic detection of

number of fibres per voxel.118,119 A probabilistic tractography algo-
rithm118,119 was then used to track white matter streamlines con-
necting the ROI. Connection probability between voxels was
estimated as proportion of connecting fibres, over 5000 sampled fi-
bres per voxel. For each network, the tractography resulted in a
structural connectivity matrix of dimension n+2 (seed masks) ×n
+2 (target masks) streamlines, where n was the number of NBS
nodes. Since streamline directionality could not be assessed, the
connectivity matrices were symmetrized by replacing each
(i,j)-element with the average between itself and the (j,i)-element.120

We tested whether connectivity of WMNBS, cortex-NBM and
cortex-thalamus, i.e. the number of streamlines, was affected in
LBD-VH compared to LBD-NVH (Mann–Whitney U-test, one-tailed,
P<0.05, three tests). We also investigated for any association be-
tween structural and functional alterations by performing
Spearman rank correlation tests (P<0.05, one-tailed) between the
EEG features, i.e. WPLINBS (right-tailed) and Qw (left-tailed), and, re-
spectively, the average structural connectivity of WMNBS and total
number of white matter streamlines connecting the cortical re-
gions to the thalamus and NBM, respectively, for both LBD-VH
and LBD-NVH groups (six tests for each EEG metric).

Data availability

The data that support the findings of this study are available from
the senior authors J.-P.T. and M.K., on reasonable request by quali-
fied researchers.

Results
Demographic data

Demographic information and clinical score comparisons between
groups are reported in Table 1. The participant cohort comprised
DLB and PDD patients without VH as well as patients with distributed
levels of VH frequency and severity, based on the Neuropsychiatric
Inventory (NPI) subscale test for hallucinations; groups were matched
for diagnosis, age and sex. MMSE was higher in the LBD-NVH group,
witha trend towards significance,hence theNBS test andcomparisons
of modularity (Qw) between groups were corrected for MMSE score to
excludeanyconfounding effect of cognitiongiven that this is a risk fac-
tor for VH.8,9 Most participants (22 LBD-VH and 10 LBD-NVH) were on
cholinergicmedication and one LBD-NVH patient was onmemantine;
the percentage of patients on medication was not different across
groups. UPDRS-III scores and Levodopa equivalent daily dose were
not significantly different between groups.

EEG-network topographical differences

Results of the NBS analysis are shown in Fig. 3 and correspond to
the altered subnetwork within the α-band between LBD-VH and
LBD-NVH groups. Comparison between groups at tth=14 yielded
one significant component comprising 19 nodes and 18 edges (P=
0.032), which included areas belonging to the OC, left and right IT,
the PFC, the middle-posterior cingulate and anterior insula.
Comparison between groups of the average connectivity across
the edges comprised in the NBS component (WPLINBS) and average
strength across the network nodes within the NBS component (Kav)
resulted in weaker connectivity in LBD-VH compared to LBD-NVH
(Fig. 4). The subnetwork produced at tth=15.4 comprised a lower
number of connections with PFC, insula, cingulate, between OC
and right IT and between right IT and the left intraparietal sulcus.
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Before testing individual node strength differences between
groups, we performed a multivariate test, which yielded a signifi-
cant result (F(18, 23) = 2.46, P=0.022). Eight out of 19 node strengths
were significantly lower in LBD-VH compared to LBD-NVH as
shown in Fig. 4, and were marked in yellow or red in Fig. 3, but
only the regions comprising the right inferior-occipital gyrus and
sulcus (P=0.0014) and left middle occipital sulcus and lunatus sul-
cus (P=0.0016) survived Holm–Bonferroni correction.

Modular organization of the network and theNBS-detected sub-
network are shown in Fig. 5. We found four modules in LBD-VH
group, one including right and central-frontal regions and right

temporal pole, one comprising left frontal, parietal and occipital re-
gions and one comprising left frontal and temporal regions; one
node in the left prefrontal lobe did not belong to any of themodules.
The LBD-NVH network comprised threemodules over the left hemi-
sphere, the right prefrontal region and the right temporal-parietal-
occipital areas; one further module only comprised three nodes
within the left prefrontal region and one in the left temporal lobe.
In the LBD-NVH group, 27.78% of NBS-detected edges were con-
necting nodes belonging to the same module, whilst in LBD-VH
that was the case for 16.67%. Connections that connected within-
module nodes in one group and between-module nodes in the

Figure 2 Methodological workflow. (A) EEG-electrode distribution over the scalp. (B) Network nodes distribution within the cortex. (C) Example of a
source-domain connectivity matrix in the α-band network of an NVH subject. Node distribution by regions is showed by bottom and left bar colours.
From left to right: teal = frontal; magenta = insula; yellow = cingulate; orange = temporal; green = parietal; blue = occipital. (D) Output of NBS (for a de-
scription see Fig. 3). (E) Image of standard-MRI (Colin27). (F) NBM and thalamus regions of interest (ROIs) in the MNI space. (G) Example of a functional
anisotropymap on a VH subject, projected to theMNI space. (H) Tractography output of a VH subject performed betweenNBS-detected and subcortical
region of interest. (I) Distribution of number of streamlines in the thalamus-cortex andNBM-cortexwhitematter tracts. (J)WMNBS-WPLINBS distribution
(for a description see Fig. 6).
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Figure 3 Outcome of NBS analysis.All edges represent the differential topography between VH and NVH obtainedwith tth=14. Red edges are obtained
with tth=15.4. Non-blue nodes have significantly different strength between groups (P<0.05). Red nodes survive Holm–Bonferroni correction; these
comprise the right inferior-occipital gyrus and sulcus and leftmiddle occipital sulcus and lunatus sulcus. Sphere size is inversely proportional to node’s
corresponding P-value from the node strength test.

Figure 4 Results from network strength analysis. (A) Distribution across groups for the average connectivity within the NBS component at two differ-
ent statistical thresholds, modularity, and average node strength at the lowest statistical threshold (tth=14); the VH group showed lower connectivity
strength (WPLI) and higher network segregation (Qw) compared to the NVH group (Mann–Whitney U-tests, P<0.05).WPLINBS = averageWPLI within the
NBS component; Qw = weighted modularity. (B) Individual node strength (K ) distributions across groups of those nodes for which Mann–Whitney U
comparison tests were significant (P<0.05); node strengths were lower in the VH group compared to NVH; corresponding brain node for each figure
is highlighted in teal; from the top left to the bottom right images: (i) left frontomarginal gyrus and sulcus; (ii) right inferior-occipital gyrus and sulcus;
(iii) right cuneus; (iv) right lateral occipito-temporal gyrus; (v) left inferior-temporal gyrus; (vi) right inferior-temporal gyrus; (vii) left intraparietal
sulcus; and (viii) left middle occipital sulcus and lunatus sulcus. In the box plots, whiskers extend to themost extreme data points not considered out-
liers. *Test survived Holm–Bonferroni correction. K = node strength.
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other, or vice versa, included two edges connecting PFC to OC and
cingulate, and two connections between the right temporal cortex
and the right and left OC, respectively. Modularity (Qw) was signifi-
cantly higher in LBD-VH compared with LBD-NVH (F(1, 39) = 6.06, P
=0.018).

As hypothesized, these results were specific to the α-band net-
work, as also described in the Supplementary material.

Structural versus functional connectivity

Comparison of the number of white matter streamlines between
groups produced a significant outcome for the NBM-cortex and
thalamus-cortex tracts, but not for WMNBS. Specifically, connectiv-
ity between the thalamus and NBS-regions was significantly lower
in LBD-VH compared to LBD-NVH (U=457, P=0.02), and the
NBM-cortex streamlines were significantly less in LBD-VH, as
shown in Fig. 6A (U=433, P=0.004); both tests survived Holm–

Bonferroni correction. Significant correlations were found between
WMNBS and WPLINBS in LBD-VH (ρ=0.42, P=0.019, not surviving
Holm–Bonferroni correction), as well as between number of
streamlines in the NBM-cortex tract and WPLINBS in the LBD-NVH
group (ρ=0.58, P=0.008, surviving Holm–Bonferroni correction),
but no correlationwith EEG connectivity emerged for the thalamus-
cortex tract in either group, nor between structural connectivity
and Qw. WM-WPLINBS trends are shown in Fig. 6B.

Discussion
We investigated EEG source network abnormalities during the rest-
ing state and their correlation with structural features associated
with LBD-VH. As hypothesized, we found that brain visual

networks showed altered properties in the LBD-VH group com-
pared to LBD-NVH, and we found an association with alteration
of the cholinergic projections of the NBM.

The visual ventral network is disconnected in
LBD-VH

As detected with NBS, functional connectivity within the α-band
network between OC, IT and PFCwas reduced in LBD-VH compared
to LBD-NVH. The obtained differential topography agrees with the
Perception and Attention Deficit model3 and the computational
model by Tsukada and colleagues;23 according to these models,
VH in LBD are driven by a mismatch between the top-down, i.e.
PFC to IT, and bottom-up streams, i.e. OC to IT. Notably, connectiv-
ity with multiple areas within the OC was reduced in LBD-VH, in
line with reported occipital functional changes in Lewy body dis-
ease hallucinators including lower GABA level29 and glucose me-
tabolism.26,27,121 It is possible that OC functional alteration in
LBD-VH propagates along the visual ventral network and affects
the IT lobes, whose functional strength was also significantly re-
duced (P<0.05), although this observation did not survive multiple
comparison correction. PFC-IT edgeswere alsoweakened, probably
reflecting dysfunctions of the top-down visual stream as predicted
by the models.3,23 Specifically, PFC regions involved in the affected
network comprised the left frontomarginal sulcus and gyrus,which
is in the inferior part of the frontal pole, continuous to the orbital
gyrus,90 limiting the frontopolar and orbital regions.122 According
to existing visual perception models, a sparse version of visual in-
formation is projected from OC to PFC,74 through either dorsal vis-
ual network123 or the thalamus,124 so that the orbito-frontal cortex
can generate a predictive template when this limited visual

Figure 5 Modular distributions.Top: Community structure of thenetworknodes.Bottom:Modular distributionof theNBSedges,where a colourededge is a
connection within the module of its colour in the corresponding top figure, and grey edges are between-module connections. Modular distribution in
LBD-VH was more disrupted and showed higher number of modules when compared to LBD-NVH. (A) LBD-VH and (B) LBD-NVH.
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information stimulus is congruent with information stored in
memory.75 This process rapidly takes place before the stimulus
goes through the bottom-up system, i.e. from OC towards IT,125

which is where the two streams match and an internal image, or
hallucination, is generated.74,126 Lateralization towards the left
hemisphere is in line with reported evidence of role of the left
PFC for the retrieval of internal imagery.127–129 The involvement
of the frontal areas was also reported in another functional MRI
study using dynamic casual modelling, where the authors could
successfully simulate association between face recognition, activa-
tion of frontal areas and effective information flow along the visual
ventral network.130 Our findings may be considered as empirical
evidence of the PAD and similar models, suggesting that in
LBD-VH the information flow stream is also affected in the resting
state, possibly reflecting an alteration of trait liability to VH.

With the NBS analysis we also found reduced functional inter-
hemispheric connectivity. Association between this phenomenon
and auditory hallucinations was reported for schizophrenia131–133;
this is the first time that a similar differential topographical pattern
in LBD-VH has been reported. An EEG study showed that coherence
between the left and the right occipitotemporal areas early in time
is positively correlated with successful object recognition, with the
authors suggesting that interhemispheric information flow during

visual perception is probably ‘the first gate of an active attention
system’.134 The NBS topography resembled an interhemispheric
pattern between occipitotemporal areas, suggesting that early
functional processes associated with active perception might be
impaired in LBD-VH, and this also emerges in the resting state.
From a pathological perspective, reduced node strength within
the ITmight be associated with higher burden of Lewy bodies with-
in this region, which has previously been associated with VH.19

Interaction between attentional and visual networks
is weakened in LBD-VH

We found that connectivity between visual areas and the right
middle-posterior cingulate cortex, left anterior insula and left tem-
poral superior sulcus, was weakened in LBD-VH. The middle-
posterior cingulate is reportedly part of the DMN,135 while the
anterior insula and temporal superior sulcus are part of the
VAN.76,136,137 However, in the NBS component, no alteration
emerged within or between these networks. This result is only par-
tially consistent with the models proposing a role of attentional
networks in the VH trait,18,21 which are supported by empirical evi-
dence showing an over-activation of DMN and VAN together with a
faulty engagement of dorsal attentional network associated with

Figure 6 Results from the DTI analysis. (A) Distribution across groups for the number of streamlines for those tracts that yielded significant results
(Mann–Whitney U-test, P<0.05). Number of white matter (WM) streamlines was lower in VH compared to NVH for the thalamus-cortex and
NBM-cortex tracts. In the box plots, whiskers extend to themost extremedata points not considered outliers. (B)Whitematter streamline count versus
EEG-metric distributions for which Spearman’s rank correlation tests were significant for any group (P<0.05); thicker linear regression lines represent
significant correlations; a positive correlation between white matter streamline count and functional connectivity emerged in the VH group for the
within-cortex tract, and in theNVH group for theNBM-cortex tract.WPLINBS = averageWPLIwithin theNBS component; red dots = VH; blue dots =NVH.
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imagemisperception.22,31,32 We posit that this apparent contrast in
results could stem from the use of a different methodological ap-
proach. In the supportive studies, regions of interest were chosen
based on a prior hypothesis, and the experimental condition con-
sisted in task-based paradigms; in contrast, we focused on affected
connectivity patterns in the resting state, using a data-driven ap-
proach, i.e. NBS.109We speculate that if any affected interaction be-
tween and within attentional and default mode networks in
LBD-VH exists, it may not be as prominent as in the visual network
andwould not emergewith our strategy. On the other hand, our re-
sults indicate that the faulty interaction between attentional net-
works and DMN in LBD-VH may be mediated by the visual
streams. Our findings are also consistent with previous research
showing that grey matter of the anterior insula and hypometabo-
lism within the middle cingulate correlate with the intensity of
VH in Alzheimer’s disease dementia and Alzheimer–Lewy body
mixed pathology condition.138

The functional network is more segregated in
LBD-VH compared to LBD-NVH

Modular network organization has been shown to be crucial for vis-
ual perception processing139–141 as also described in computational
models.74,75,125,142–144Weprovide for thefirst time evidence of func-
tional network segregation and modular disruption in LBD-VH as-
sociated with impairment of long-range connections. Although
the latter has been reported previously when comparing DLB with
Alzheimer’s disease dementia,2,67 no direct association with VH
has been reported until now. On the basis of the NBS topographies
and the persistence of affected connections to PFC, even when set-
ting a stricter NBS-tth, we theorized that the affected top-down pro-
jections may be among the drivers of the network segregation in
LBD-VH. Overall, our analysis showed that visual-related function-
al subnetwork properties are potentially informative for the correct
diagnosis of LBD against Alzheimer’s disease dementia and mixed
pathology cases.

Alteration of cholinergic pathways is associatedwith
EEG-network abnormalities in LBD-VH

We found higher degeneration of white matter streamlines be-
tween the NBM and the NBS-detected regions in LBD-VH compared
to LBD-NVH. A similar result was also reported in a study with
Parkinson’s disease patients, where higher mean diffusivity was
detected in hallucinating compared to non-hallucinating patients
within the tracts connecting the NBM to occipital and parietal
areas.50 The authors suggested that such projections might have
a key role in the aetiology of VH in Parkinson’s disease.
Interestingly, we also found a correlation between cortical func-
tional connectivity and number of NBM-cortex white matter fibres
in LBD-NVH group, but not in LBD-VH. Disrupted structure-
function coupling has been reported in other conditions including
bipolar disorder145 and migraine,146 but not in LBD-VH. Our results
concur with the idea of a structure-function coupling as a physio-
logical phenomenon,54,147–149 which is probably altered in patho-
logical condition. Although both participant groups included LBD
patients, the ones who did not develop VH might still present
some intact physiological features, specifically associated with
the cholinergic system. These might be more severely affected in
LBD-VH, leading to the observed disrupted structural-functional
correlation. In fact, we speculate that hallucinating and non-
hallucinating condition are different phenotypes of the same

disease, the first being driven by strategic cholinergic loss and the
latter being more associated with a global cortical pathologic
change.16,150

Structural connectivity between the thalamus and cortical re-
gions of interest was also significantly affected in LBD-VH com-
pared to LBD-NVH. This outcome concurs with a previous study
where correlation between mean diffusivity within the right thal-
amic subregion and NPI hallucination score was reported in
DLB.57 Degeneration of white matter tracts connecting the thal-
amus to the OC associated with VH and visual dysfunction were
also reported in more recent studies.59,151 However, streamlines’
count within this tract did not correlate with any EEG measure; in
contrast there was a positive correlation between WMNBS in the
LBD-VH group and WPLINBS. We speculate that this latter finding
may reflect the fact that VH-related pathological mechanisms
may equally affect functional and structural network properties
in the cortex in LBD patients.

Limitations

Our work presents some limitations.
Although the gender distribution was similar, we found a trend

towards significance in the between-group comparison. We could
not correct the results for gender, as the number of female partici-
pants was too low. Since there is no evidence in literature of gender
effect on VH-related pathological and functional processes, it was
assumed that results were not significantly affected by any gender
imbalance.

Most patients in this studywere taking cholinesterase inhibitors,
which may have partially restored the EEG-network properties to-
wards normative values in the LBD-VH group,47,48making group dif-
ferences less distinct. Nevertheless,we found significant differences
between groups. With an exploratory purpose, we additionally per-
formed the NBS also including the medication state as a nuisance
covariate; as a result, we obtained a network component resembling
the one detected within our main analysis, although with a lower
number of connections, possibly due to the low statistical power ori-
ginating from the low number of patients not on medication. This
additional analysis is reported in Supplementary material.

A methodological limitation lies in the fact that both WPLI and
white matter streamline count could not provide any information
on directionality of the connections. Future studies will be needed
to assess whether any VH-related alteration exists in the direction
of information flow between brain regions.

Concerning the EEG-network analysis, NBS threshold remains
an arbitrary choice.109 The purpose of our research was to investi-
gate for localized differential network properties; hence we chose
conservative tth values. However, it is possible that sensitivity of
NBSmay vary depending on the choice of lower thresholds, produ-
cing either larger network components or no significance at all.

A potential limitation of our analysis lies in the choice of the
MMSE as a cognition-related behavioural score. This score report-
edly shows low sensitivity in characterizing the cognitive pheno-
type of patient groups, although this is mainly the case in mild
cognitive impairment.152 Our choice was aimed to include a meas-
ure of global cognition, as focusing on cognitive subdomains was
beyond the scope of our work. To address any potential concern,
we also performed the NBS analysis correcting for the Cambridge
Cognition Examination subdomain scores, and we detected a sub-
network that resembled the one we reported in the Results section,
confirming the robustness of our results. This additional analysis is
reported in the Supplementary material.
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Furthermore, we choose not to investigate subtypes of VH,
grouping together patients with simple and complex hallucina-
tions, with the first being only four. Surprisingly, WPLINBS within
the LBD-VH group did not show any outlier, as shown in Fig. 4.
However, previous work has suggested that simple and complex
hallucinations may be associated with different pathological me-
chanisms and excluded simple hallucinations from the LBD-VH
group.29,31,153,154 Due to our limited sample size,we could not inves-
tigate the extent to which simple hallucinations influence func-
tional connectivity as compared to complex hallucinations.

Althoughwe included the thalamus inourwhitematterfibre track-
ing, we focused on the cholinergic projections towards the cerebral
cortex. Themajority of cholinergic innervations towards the thalamus
reportedly originate from the pedunculopontine tegmentum and
latero-dorsal tegmentum;155,156 their possible association with visual-
related alterations could be investigated in future studies.

Conclusion
In the present study,we showed that LBD features specific EEG func-
tional network properties depending on whether patients have de-
veloped VH or not. For the first time, we demonstrate a differential
topography between LBD-VH and LBD-NVH without any prior hy-
pothesis, which agreed with models of VH. Visual processing
streams and, specifically, the OC, were affected in LBD-VH com-
pared to LBD-NVH, although an affected interaction between the
ventral visual network andDMN/VANalso emerged.Modular organ-
ization of EEG source networkwithin both top-down and bottom-up
visual streams ismore disrupted in LBD-VH. Our study also provides
evidence of an association between disruption of the cholinergic
system and functional connectivity abnormalities in LBD-VH. The
results of our work validate EEG and the use of multiple recording
modalities as effective tools to investigate pathological insights
and treatment strategies associated with LBD and, specifically, VH.
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